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Gravity load collapse response of five actual buildings 

was investigated by pyshically testing them and through 

computational simulations. Steel columns and load 

bearing walls were removed from the first story of three 

steel frame buildings and two masonry wall buildings. 

Four of the test buildings were located on the Ohio 

State University campus. The goal of the experimental 
and computational research was to better understand 

and model the building system resistance to loss of one 

or more vertical members, e.g., due to fire, seismic or 

blast loading, although the column and wall removal 

process in this research was load independent. The test 

data obtained from the field experiments were used to 

validate the computational models developed to 

simulate static and dynamic collapse response of 

existing buildings that may experience progressive 

collapse after sudden loss of columns or walls. This 

research investigated redistribution of internal forces 
within the building after the loss of vertical load 

carrying members. Current design guidelines and 

methodologies and potential analysis methods have 

been evaluated using the test data from field 

experiments. Progressive collapse response of test 

buildings was simulated using two and three-

dimensional structural models and compared with the 

experimental data. This study showed robustness of 

different structural systems and potential contribution 

of structural components to collapse resistance under 

extreme loads. 

This investigation expands on various exploratory and 
scientific endeavors to assess the impact of brick work 

infill boards on the seismic conduct of edge structures. 

Polyakov (1960) directed test tests on workmanship 

infilled outlines, first recommending that the infill 

framework fills in as a propped outline, with the divider 

shaping pressure "swaggers". Following this 

methodology, Stafford-Smith (1962) and Mainstone 

(1971), among others, proposed techniques for 

ascertaining the compelling width of the askew 

swagger, bolstered by test results from mortar boards 

and infilled outlines, separately. Different tests 
analyzed the presentation of infilled outline structures 

all the more comprehensively. Klingner and Bertero 

(1978) tried a 33% scale 3.5 story portrayal of an 11-

story 1970s-time RC high rise. Their examination 

presumed that fortified infill boards lessen the danger of 

gradual collapse, contrasted with an uncovered RC 

outline. Mehrabi et al. (1996) tried twelve ½-scale 

single-story single-cove outline examples and saw that 

the casings with infill demonstrated preferable seismic 

execution over the uncovered casings. Investigative 

techniques to demonstrate workmanship infill boards 
have progressed close by trial research. In light of infill 

tests by Polyakov (1960) and others, Holmes (1961) 

proposed a direct equal swagger model for figuring 

most extreme quality and firmness of brick work walls. 

Stafford-Smith and Carter (1969)created investigative 

procedures to figure the powerful width of the swagger, 

and breaking and squashing loads, as an element of the 

contact length between outline also, divider 

components. Flanagan and Bennett (1999) utilized a 

piecewise-direct comparable swagger to model infill 

and proposed an investigative methodology to figure 
the quality of the infill, in view of exploratory 

consequences of 21 steel outlines with earth tile infill 

walls. Different specialists have utilized limited 

component models to speak to complex parts of divider 

conduct. Dhanaskar and Page (1986) demonstrated an 

infilled outline utilizing nonlinear limited block 

components, contrasting the outcomes and a few half-

scale tests. Mehrabi and Shing (1997) utilized a spread 

break limited component model to speak to stone work 

units and RC outlines, building up a constitutive model 

for mortar joints. Stavridis and Shing (2009) have built 

up a complex nonlinear limited component model for 
RC outlines with stone work infill, joining the spread 

and discrete split ways to deal with catch distinctive 

disappointment modes saw in tests. Later exploration 

has joined logical and exploratory strategies to assess 

the seismic execution of RC outlines with workmanship 

infill all the more for the most part. Dolsek and Fajfar 

(2008) utilized concentrated versatility shaft section 

model components with identical swagger divider 

components to assess the seismic exhibition of stone 

work infilled RC outlines, taking a gander at "harm 

restriction", "noteworthy harm" and "close" as far as 
possible states. Dymiotis et al. (2001) surveyed the 

seismic weakness of a 10-story infilled RC outline at 

"workableness" and "extreme" limit states. Madan and 

Hashmi (2008) assessed the presentation of 7 and 14- 
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story RC outlines with stone work infill exposed to 

approach deficiency ground movements. The appraisal 
of RC outlines with stone work infill boards here 

mimics basic collapse, assessing life wellbeing with 

nonlinear models and breaking point state checks. 

Execution based tremor designing methods represent 

vulnerabilities in ground movements and 

demonstrating. 

This investigation expands on various exploratory and 

scientific endeavors to assess the impact of brick work 

infill boards on the seismic conduct of edge structures. 

Polyakov (1960) directed test tests on workmanship 

infilled outlines, first recommending that the infill 

framework fills in as a propped outline, with the divider 
shaping pressure "swaggers". Following this 

methodology, Stafford-Smith (1962) and Mainstone 

(1971), among others, proposed techniques for 

ascertaining the compelling width of the askew 

swagger, bolstered by test results from mortar boards 

and infilled outlines, separately. Different tests 

analyzed the presentation of infilled outline structures 

all the more comprehensively. Klingner and Bertero 

(1978) tried a 33% scale 3.5 story portrayal of an 11-
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presumed that fortified infill boards lessen the danger of 
gradual collapse, contrasted with an uncovered RC 

outline. Mehrabi et al. (1996) tried twelve ½-scale 

single-story single-cove outline examples and saw that 
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execution over the uncovered casings. Investigative 

techniques to demonstrate workmanship infill boards 

have progressed close by trial research. In light of infill 

tests by Polyakov (1960) and others, Holmes (1961) 

proposed a direct equal swagger model for figuring 

most extreme quality and firmness of brick work walls. 

Stafford-Smith and Carter (1969) created investigative 

procedures to figure the powerful width of the swagger, 
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components, contrasting the outcomes and a few half-

scale tests. Mehrabi and Shing (1997) utilized a spread 

break limited component model to speak to stone work 

units and RC outlines, building up a constitutive model 
for mortar joints. Stavridis and Shing (2009) have built 

up a complex nonlinear limited component model for 

RC outlines with stone work infill, joining the spread 

and discrete split ways to deal with catch distinctive 

disappointment modes saw in tests. Later exploration 

has joined logical and exploratory strategies to assess 

the seismic execution of RC outlines with workmanship 

infill all the more for the most part. Dolsek and Fajfar 

(2008) utilized concentrated versatility shaft section 

model components with identical swagger divider 

components to assess the seismic exhibition of stone 
work infilled RC outlines, taking a gander at "harm 

restriction", "noteworthy harm" and "close" as far as 

possible states. Dymiotis et al. (2001) surveyed the 

seismic weakness of a 10-story infilled RC outline at 

"workableness" and "extreme" limit states. Madan and 

Hashmi (2008) assessed the presentation of 7 and 14-

story RC outlines with stone work infill exposed to 

approach deficiency ground movements. The appraisal 

of RC outlines with stone work infill boards here 

mimics basic collapse, assessing life wellbeing with 

nonlinear models and breaking point state checks. 

Execution based tremor designing methods represent 
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